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A Discussion About the IRS
Notice Allowing FSA Carryovers: The IRS has decided
to allow plan participants to
carryover up to $500 in unused money from their Flexible Spending Accounts into
the next year.
Supreme Court Fills Gaps in
ERISA Plans with Equitable
Principles: The Supreme
Court recently held that equitable principles cannot override terms of an ERISA plan.
However, where a gap exists
in the plan terms, equitable
principles may be used to
supplement those terms.
IRS Accepting Applications
for Pre-Approval of 403(b)
Plans: The IRS is accepting
applications seeking preapproval of 403(b) plans. The
IRS approval process for 403
(b) plans will mirror the preapproval process currently
established for 401(a) plans.

DOL Proposes Regulation
on Retirement Plan Statements to Aid Future Retirees: The proposed regulation
will require defined contribution plans to express a participant’s accrued benefits on his/
her pension benefit statement
as an estimated lifetime
stream of payments, in addition presenting the current
account balance.
Regulation Changes to the
Affordable Care Act Reporting: The detailed compliance
obligations for employers begin to emerge.
Final Regulations Issued on
Participatory and Health
Contingent Wellness Programs: The IRS, DOL, and
HHS have issued final regulations on nondiscriminatory
wellness incentives in group
health plans. Effective January
1, 2014, the regulations implement requirements of the Af-

fordable Care Act, including
increasing the maximum permissible reward under a
health-contingent wellness
program offered in connection
with a group health plan, and
any related health insurance
coverage, from 20 percent to
30 percent of the cost of coverage.
DOMA Tax Changes: In conjunction with federal recognition of same-sex marriage, the
IRS recently ruled it will recognize same-sex marriage for
federal tax purposes.
Final Regulations issued on
the Individual Mandate: Minor changes were made in the
final regulations. However the
effective date for the individual
mandate remains a politically
hot topic.

A Discussion About the IRS Notice Allowing FSA Carryovers
Business Owner: So I hear the Internal Revenue Service has decided to allow plan participants
to carryover unused amounts from their Flexible Spending Accounts into the next year.
Attorney: Yes, IRS Notice 2013-71 changed how FSAs can operate within a company’s Section
125 Cafeteria Plan.
B: So why the big change? Why can’t employees just carryover the entire amount in the first
place?
A: The IRS initially put this rule in place to prevent high-income employees from using an FSA as
a potential tax shield or investment device. Any unused money at the end of the year went back
to the employer, which the IRS called the “use or lose” rule. Now, employees can designate
some of the left over money for use the next year.
B: That sounds good for my employees, but what does it mean for me?
A: The good news is, if providing an FSA carryover does not fit your business, you do not have to
implement it. The IRS Notice states that implementing a carryover provision is optional for businesses. If you and your employees will not benefit from a carryover provision, you do not need to
make any changes to your FSA arrangement.
-continued on page 5
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Supreme Court Fills Gaps in Health Benefit Plans with “Equitable
Principles” and Leaves Room to Improve for Plan Administrators
The Supreme Court recently decided US Airways v. McCutchen, a case centered on the
reimbursement language of James
McCutchen’s healthcare plan with his employer, US Airways. The plan, established
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (commonly referred to as
ERISA) contained a special provision in the
case that any insured party under the plan
recouped payment from a liable third party.
Specifically, the plan provided that if the insurer paid benefits that arose from a third
party’s actions, and the insured recovered
from either that third party or their own insurance, they must reimburse US Airways for
that amount
received.
The concept of an insured reimbursing their
insurer is not new; many companies, and
even the federal Medicaid program, seek
reimbursement from liable third parties. In
the case before the Supreme Court,
McCutchen did not dispute US Airways’ right
to reimbursement, but instead, the “amount”
of reimbursement it claimed. Originally,
McCutchen suffered an injury for which US
Airways paid $66,866 in lost wages and
medical bills. Subsequently, McCutchen recovered $110,000 from the at-fault third party
and his own insurer. This amount was reduced to $66,000 after attorneys’ fees.
When made aware of McCutchen’s recovery,
US Airways sought full reimbursement of the
$66,866 it initially paid to McCutchen, based
upon the $110,000 recovery by his attorney.

“unjust enrichment.” Under these theories,
McCutchen argued that because he took the
initiative of pursuing the underlying claim and
recovering $110,000, US Airways would
essentially receive a free $66,000, while he
paid the $44,000 in legal fees it cost to secure that $66,000 in the first place. Under
the common-fund doctrine, McCutchen
argued that the court should reduce US
Airways’ recovery by half of the attorney’s
fees associated with the $110,000 recovery, leaving McCutchen liable, at most, to
pay US Airways $44,866, instead of the full
$66,866. The District Court that first heard
the case and the Third Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed on the correct application of
these equitable principles, at which point the
Supreme Court agreed to settle the
dispute.

In a 5-4 decision, the court ruled that, generally, equitable principles cannot override the
terms of an ERISA plan, and that the terms
of a plan govern a given dispute, no matter
what equitable principles may apply. However, an exception exists where a plan
leaves a “gap,” or an area where the plan
does not discuss the outcome of a specific
event. At that point, existing equitable principles take over and ensure that no area goes
without some backdrop of legal reasoning. In
US Airways’ case, the company health plan
represented a valid plan, binding on all members, including McCutchen. However, while
the plan called for reimbursement of any
third-party recovery, the plan left out terms
pertaining to the division of attorney’s fees
In court, McCutchen made several arguassociated with that recovery. Because of
ments against giving US Airways the entire
this gap, the equitable principle of the com$66,866 it claimed. These arguments fomon-fund doctrine applied to fill the hole left
cused on the theory of “equitable remedies,”
by the plan, forcing US Airways and
remedies that do not seek to enforce the preMcCutchen to split the bill.
cise words of an agreement, but what the law
views as fair and just, in light of all the surIn applying this rule, the Court carefully noted
rounding circumstances. The first equitable
that under no circumstances could an equitaprinciple argued centered on McCutchen’s
ble principle alter the express terms of a lelack of a “double recovery” for his injury.
gitimate plan, but instead, could
McCutchen felt that because his total damonly help to understand and
ages from the accident exceeded $1 million, supplement the terms of those
and because he recovered only a fraction of plans.
that amount, the court should reduce US Air-continued on page 4
ways’ recovery from McCutchen by a similar
fraction. Second, McCutchen brought up the
“common-fund doctrine” and the theory of
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“[G]enerally,
equitable
principles cannot
override the terms
of an ERISA plan .
. . . However, an
exception exists
where a plan
leaves a ‘gap’. . . .”
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IRS Accepting Applications for Pre-Approval of 403(b) Retirement Plans
The IRS is accepting applications seeking pre-approval of
non-profit companies’ 403(b)
retirement plans. A 403(b)
retirement plan, often referred
to as a tax-sheltered annuity
plan, serves as a retirement
savings fund for employees of
non-profit companies, and
operates similar to a 401(k)
plan. Section 403(b) of the
IRS Code imposes strict regulations on non-profit corporations, and corporations with
plans in violation of this section often face fines, penalties,
and wasted resources in correcting such violations.
Until recently, non-profit employers had to rely upon a
long, expensive process to
determine whether their
403(b) plan qualified under
IRS regulations, which included seeking a private letter
ruling from the IRS. Alternatively, the IRS provided sample language to include in a
403(b) plan, but outside this
offering, the IRS provided
meager guidance. Now,
rather than relying only upon
sample language from the
IRS, non-profit employers can
submit a plan for pre-approval
by the IRS to ensure the plan

meets all requirements under
IRS Code section 403(b).
The IRS regulation indicated
that while it will issue advisory
and opinion letters on plan approval, employers and other
submitters must keep in mind
that the IRS will not consider or
comment on investment
schemes or arrangements of
submitted 403(b) plans. Instead, the IRS will specifically
look to plan provisions and determine whether the plan meets
the requirements of Section
403(b). This service seeks to
mirror the pre-approval process
in place for plans under IRS
Code Section 401(a).

zation can rely upon an IRS
opinion or advisory letter can
allow resources previously
dedicated to plan management
and revision to other areas of
business. Additionally, knowing that the IRS will not impose
fees or penalties against an
approved 403(b) plan will provide an organization with the
peace of mind needed to focus
on other aspects of business.

To obtain an opinion or advisory letter from the IRS, an organization can submit its proposed plan to the IRS, with the
applicable application and fee,
at the following address:
Internal Revenue Service
Commissioner, TE/GE
Attention: SE:T:EP:RA
P.O. Box 27063
McPherson Station
Washington, DC 20038
Overall, the option to obtain
pre-approval from the IRS will
benefit any organization that
seeks to implement a 403(b)
plan. Knowing that an organi-

would assume normal retirement age, continuing contributions at their present rate, a
return investment of 7%, and a
discount rate of 3% per year, to
adjust for inflation. This does
not force future retirees to utilize an annuity at retirement, but
instead uses it as a yardstick to
measure the strength and
benefits of a retirement fund.

option to obtain
pre-approval
from the IRS will
benefit any
organization that
seeks to
implement a
403(b) plan.”

Department of Labor Proposes Rule Regulating Benefit Statements to
Aid Future Retirees
A notice of proposed rulemaking and request for comments
by the Department of Labor
may require definedcontribution statements to include a current balance, a projected account balance at retirement, and most important,
an estimated lifetime income
stream from an annuity after
normal retirement. The data

“Overall, the

The Department’s proposal
comes in light of the ongoing
struggle many Americans face
in paying for life after retirement, and because so many
Americans fail to properly
manage their retirement accounts.
-continued on page 4
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DOL Proposes Rule Regulating Benefit Statements to
Aid Future Retirees -continued from page 3
Nearly three quarters of a million defined-contribution plans exist in America,
and the vast majority of those plans are “participant-directed.” Essentially, most
people must manage their own retirement funds, despite the fact that most
people lack the requisite skills and information about retirement funding. Presently, about half of all retirees outlive their savings, and often must choose to
either move in with a family member or return to the work-field.
In addition to providing a projected income stream, the Department has placed
a lifetime income calculator that allows individuals to determine both their present and future lifetime income payments, based upon their current account
balance and current annual contributions to their plan. (Available online at
askebsa.dol.gov/lia/)
Overall, the Department’s proposed rule may be useful in helping ERISA plan
participants to plan for retirement, others may misconstrue the lifetime income
illustrations as a limitation on their retirement options.
———

Supreme Court Fills Gaps in Health Benefits Plans

-continued from p. 2

This philosophy of utilizing “gap-fillers” has a as necessary, as the rules of equity can
foundation and history in contract law. For a now find a home in even the smallest gap
better understanding, consider the following
in a plan’s language.
analogy. Imagine an ERISA controlled healthplan as a jar full of rocks, where each rock
represents a term of the plan. For example,
one large rock represents coverage, another
rock represents a premium schedule, a third
rock represents deductibles, and so on until a
rock represents each term in the plan. While
those rocks may fill the jar to the top, gaps still
might exist between some of the rocks. The
rule announced by the Supreme Court in the
McCutchen case dumped sand into the top of
each and every health benefit plan, filling
those small gaps with equitable principles.
While the sand does not change any of the
rocks in the jar, it makes a difference in the
function of the plan, especially when faced
with a claimant like McCutchen. As the Supreme Court’s rule essentially goes into effect
immediately, those with the responsibility of
writing and maintaining a health benefit plan
should review their plans and make additions
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B: If I find out it will work for us, what then?
A: Keep in mind that to make changes to your FSA, your
business must amend its written cafeteria plan before the last
day of the plan year from which amounts will be carried over.
The amendment can retroactively apply to the first day of that
plan year. If you amend the plan in that manner, you must
notify participants of the amendment.
B: How will this change other aspects of the plan?
A: For one, if you amend your plan to add in a carryover provision, you also have to amend your plan to eliminate any
grace period provisions. The IRS Notice requires that a plan
can only have one or the other, not both.
B: How does a grace period work?
A: A grace period allows an enrolled employee to use
amounts remaining from a prior year to pay expenses in the
following year, for up to 2 months and 15 days. For example,
if an employee has $100 remaining at the end of a plan year
and incurs medical expenses of $300 in the first month of the
next plan year, the plan would first reimburse the employee
$100 from the previous year’s remaining money, and $200
from the current year’s money.
B: So a cafeteria plan can have a grace period or a carryover
provision, but not both. What about run-out periods?
A: Run-out periods are different from grace periods, and allow plan participants to submit reimbursement claims from
the preceding year. For example, a hypothetical cafeteria
plan allows a run-out period of three months beyond the end
of the plan year. If someone with $300 remaining in their
FSA incurs medical expenses of $120 on December 31, the
last day of the plan year, they may submit a claim for reimbursement as late as March 31, and will receive reimbursement out of the prior year’s remaining $300, and not from the
following year’s funds. According to the IRS Notice, a plan
can still use a run-out period if they decide to implement a
carryover provision. Run-out period claims will reduce the
amount available for an individual to carry over into the following plan year. Individual plans determine the length of a
run-out period.
B: Does the IRS Notice allow plan participants to carryover
funds from year to year?
A: Yes it does. According to the IRS Notice, plan participants
that carryover funds from 2013 to 2014, that do not use the
entire amount carried over, can bring that amount into 2015,
2016, and so on. However, the total of the combined carryover funds from year to year may never exceed the $500
limit.

of the carryover in 2014, the remaining amount may carryover
to 2015, and so on, until it is depleted.
B: So between a run-out period, carryover funds, and funds
from a new year, how do I account for these consistently?
A: The IRS Notice allows plans to structure the administration
of the plan as follows, keeping in mind that a plan can always
reimburse claims incurred in the previous year, but claimed
during the run-out period, by deducting money from the previous year’s funds.
If a claim arises during the current year, the plan can first deduct the amount from the current year’s funds, and once those
funds are exhausted, can reimburse the participant by deducting from the unused, carryover amount from the preceding year.
Or the plan could take the traditional approach of using oldest
dollars first. In light of the Notice, it doesn’t matter. Up to $500
total, from any year can be rolled forward.
B: You mentioned a $500 limit. Do I have to allow plan participants a $500 carryover?
A: Not at all. In fact, the IRS Notice gives plans the option to
provide a carryover of up to $500. You can set the carryover
amount at $100, $250, or any other amount that works for your
business and your plan.
B: Does this change the maximum allowable salary reduction
for FSA payments?
A: No, employees can still elect to deduct $2,500 from their
salary to fund their individual FSA, thereby allowing an individual to have $3,000 in their FSA after carrying over $500.
B: Once I make a decision on what to do with my business’s
plan, what are my next steps?
A: If you want to implement the carryover, you must amend
your plan and notify participants of the change in the plan.
Make sure to note the amount of carryover you would like to
permit, and make certain you repeal any grace period in the
year that funds will be carried into. Plans can still use a grace
period for a current-year plan, in which no funds have been
carried over.
You may find a copy of IRS Notice 2013-71 online at
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-13-71.pdf.
_______

B: Can an employee who has elected to stop funding their
FSA utilize the carryover option?
A: Yes they can. For example, a person that legitimately
ceases all salary deductions beginning 2014 can carryover
remaining funds from 2013, up to the amount set forth in their
business’s cafeteria plan. If that person only uses a portion
Flickr -Jennypdx
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Affordable Care Act Reporting
Originally, sections 6055 and 6056 of the Affordable Care Act required employers and insurance issuers to report coverage details to
the IRS beginning with the 2014 calendar year.
In July, the IRS provided “transition relief” from
these requirements, making the first filing due
February 28, 2016, or March 31, 2016, if filing
electronically. However, employers have the
option to report information for the 2014 year,
if they wish. All other provisions of the Affordable Care Act still take effect at their originally
proposed times.
The IRS also proposed new regulations regarding reporting under Sections 6055 and
6056 for insurance issuers and employers.
Section 6055
Section 6055 applies to insurers, plan spon-

sors, the executive department of a governmental agency, and any other person or entity
that provides minimum essential coverage to
an individual.
Entities that provide minimum essential coverage must provide the IRS with the following
information under the proposed regulations:
•

The name, address, and employer
identification number of the person
required to file the return

•

The name, dates of coverage, and
taxpayer number of the responsible
individual and each individual covered
under the policy

•

The months each covered individual
was en-continued on page 7

Participatory Wellness Programs and Health-Contingent Wellness
Programs: 2014 Changes
Beginning in 2014, the Affordable Care Act
bumps the allowable wellness incentive from
20% of premiums to 30%, or 50% for programs that incorporate the prevention or use of
tobacco. Other rules in place regarding these
plans, often termed “participatory wellness
programs” or “health-contingent wellness programs,” remain mostly unchanged following
the new regulations issued by the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services,
and the Treasury (collectively, the Departments). One change ensures that plan issuers
cannot use wellness plans to discriminate
against potential plan members by requiring
alternative standards for those unable to participate. Other amendments merely consolidated some of the terms used in the previous
regulations, all of which also take effect on
January 1, 2014.
The Departments promulgated the regulations
at issue based largely on comments received
from the public. Some comments suggested
the need for more government input and guidance in creating a wellness plan, while others
suggested that ingenuity and innovation might
flourish if the government took a back seat
regarding the wellness plans. Overall, the

government opted to allow businesses to create reasonable wellness programs, and did
not impose any requirements that would require a program to offer evidence of the
health benefits related with a certain program
activity.
The focus of the regulations centered on nondiscrimination and protection of individuals
that may not have the ability to participate in
outcome-based wellness programs. Overall,
the minor changes to the regulations in place
will prevent discrimination in health plans and
promote healthier living.
______

“[T]he
Affordable Care
Act bumps the
allowable
wellness
incentive from
20% of
premiums to
30% . . . .”
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Affordable Care Act Reporting
rolled for at least
one day
•

Any other information, as necessary
and required by the
IRS

Employers that provide coverage through a group health
plan must provide additional
information, as follows:
•

The name, address,
and employer identification number of
the employer maintaining the plan

•

Whether the coverage is a qualified
health plan through
the Small Business
Health Options Program

•

Any other information, as necessary
and required by the
IRS

The name, address, and
phone number of the reporting entity must accompany
all filings provided to a
“responsible individual,” or
insured party.
Returns are not required for
health plans obtained
through Healthcare Marketplaces, as the Marketplaces
will perform all reporting necessary. Additionally, an insurer, sponsor, or other entity that provides supplementary coverage in addition to
an existing minimum essential coverage plan has no
requirement to provide a
Section 6055 return.
The proposed reporting requirements seek to reduce
the cost and duplication previously thought to occur under the Affordable Care Act.

-continued from page 6

The regulations noted the suggestions of several comments
by the public, and sought to
remedy the issues mentioned.
The IRS also welcomes future
comments on how to reduce
the time and cost associated
with returns under Section
6055. As such, the regulations outlined above are only
proposals, and are subject to
change based upon any comments received.
Section 6056
Section 6056 only applies to
large employers—employers
with more than 50 full-time or
full-time equivalent employees, as previously defined in
other sections of the Affordable Care Act. Section 6056
also extends to “Applicable
Large Employers,” a group of
several employers treated as
one employer, such as parent
and subsidiary companies.
Section 6056 also requires
certain employers to file the
required return electronically,
if the employer files 250 or
more returns per year. A
“return” would include a Section 6056 return, a W-2 return,
and any other return required
over the course of the year.
Employers that file less than
250 returns can, but are not
required, to file electronically.
Under the proposed regulations for Section 6056, an employer must provide the following information:
•

The name of the employer, its address,
and the its employer
identification number

•

A phone number of a
contact individual of
the employer

•

The calendar year for
which the report applies

•

Certification of
whether the employer
offers its full-time employees the opportunity to obtain minimum
essential coverage

•

The months during the
year that coverage
was available

•

The number of fulltime employees each
month during the year

•

The name, address,
and taxpayer identification number of each
full-time employee and
the months the employee had coverage
under a health plan

•

The monthly premium
for the lowest cost option in each category
under the plan

The proposed regulations note
that employers are not specifically required to disclose waiting periods, the employer’s
share of a premium, the lowest
premium for each enrollment
category, or an employee’s
dependent’s coverage under a
plan, though the Treasury Department and the IRS expect
to request other information,
as the need arises.

“The
proposed
reporting
requirements
seek to reduce
the cost and
duplication
previously
thought to
occur under
the Affordable
Care Act.”

-continued on page 8
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Final Regulations on the Individual Mandate
The March 2013 newsletter reviewed proposed regulations on the individual mandate imposed by the Affordable Care Act.
Since then, the IRS has received numerous
comments and issued final regulations on
the individual mandate, slightly modifying
some provisions, and retaining the rest.
The final regulations retained the requirement that an individual maintain “minimum
essential coverage,” and that a person will
meet this standard if covered for at least
one day of each month. The IRS did note
that, should they see individuals abuse the
1-day measurement of maintaining coverage, additional rules will follow. Programs
such as Medicaid will meet the requirement
for minimum essential coverage, while the
IRS withheld any comment on pilotprograms, limited benefit TRICARE programs, or similar programs.
The IRS also retained the proposed rules
regarding liability for penalties, exempt individuals, and most definitions. One modified
definition measures household income to
ensure that children whose incomes are
included with a parent’s income are considered to have no income, personally.
Retirees are often able to purchase insurance from an employer provided program,
but the costs to retirees are often prohibitive. Thus, the IRS amended one proposed
rule to note that retirees with the option to

Affordable Care Act Reporting

purchase employer-provided healthcare
are eligible to claim an exemption for
lack of affordable coverage.
The proposed regulations commented on
short-gap coverage for individuals who
have no insurance for limited periods.
The final regulations maintained this
exemption, and noted that an individual
will qualify for short-gap coverage if in
November and December he or she has
no coverage and has maintained coverage for the rest of the year, even if the
gap does not extend to January.
With the finalization of these regulations,
the application of the individual mandate
has come one step closer. However, with
the extension of the employer mandate
and the associated reporting requirements, it is unclear whether the IRS can
enforce the individual mandate consistently. The IRS has noted it plans to verify
employer coverage through random sampling, although some individuals may still
slip through the cracks.
Employers should be aware of the changes the individual mandate will have on
employee’s choices for health benefits
starting January 1, 2014.
_____

-continued from page 7

“[R]etirees with
the option to
purchase
employerprovided
healthcare are
eligible to
claim an
exemption . . . .”

The proposed regulations most notably commented on different methods of reporting, stating
that by using a general reporting method, the IRS could request information through code
regarding minimum value, total employees, the number of employees affected by a waiting
period, and information regarding the employer’s status as an Applicable Large Employer.
The IRS may also request information in a similar manner each month about minimum essential coverage for coverage of particular employee’s dependents.
The proposed regulations also note the potential for reporting all
required information on form W-2, reducing the need for multiple
reports to employees. Whether the IRS will determine a way to
amend the W-2 between now and the 2015 tax year is unclear.
The proposed regulations are open to comment, and the IRS
plans to hold a public hearing on both sections on November 18
and 19 in Washington, DC.
______
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DOMA Tax Changes
Last summer, the Supreme Court struck
down portions of the federal Defense of
Marriage Act (DOMA), ruling that the federal government will recognize marriages
between same-sex couples. Employers
must maintain awareness of the changes
this ruling brings to the administration of
employee taxation and benefits.
In conjunction with federal recognition of
same-sex marriage, the IRS recently ruled
it will recognize same-sex marriage for
federal tax purposes. The recognition
only extends to couples legally married in
a state that recognizes same-sex marriage and does not apply to domestic partnerships or civil unions. However, the
current residence of a same-sex couple
has no bearing on whether the IRS will
recognize same-sex couples as legally
married. The IRS ruled that when interpreting the tax code, the terms “husband,”
“wife,” “husband and wife,” “spouse,” and
“marriage” will have gender-neutral meanings and include same-sex spouses and
marriages.
The IRS ruling allows same-sex couples
to file federal income taxes as married
individuals, and permits re-filing for past
returns within the three-year statute of

About the Cicotte Law Firm
limitations. Many couples can take advantage of excluding employer-funded
health coverage from taxable income,
along with the additional personal and
standard deductions available.
Employers of those in a same-sex marriage also have the opportunity to reclaim any over-paid Social Security or
Medicare taxes paid on benefits, along
with their employees. Sole proprietors
employing their same-sex spouse can
also recoup the Social Security and
Medicare taxes paid on their spouse’s
wages.
While some of these changes may not
affect many employers, there is an important change regarding qualified retirement plans. As long as the samesex couple was married in a state that
recognizes same-sex marriages, the
same-sex spouse of a qualified plan
participant will receive the 50% survivor
annuity protection. This recognition
applies even when a business or a
benefit plan operates in a state that
does not recognize same-sex marriages. Qualified retirement plans were
required to comply with the IRS’s ruling
by September 16, 2013.

The Cicotte Law Firm is located in Kennewick, WA, and represents employers
in several states in all aspects of benefits law, handling diverse employment,
labor, tax and corporate matters.
The Firm's practice covers all areas
relating to employee benefits including
consumer-directed health plans (HRAs,
HSAs, & FSAs), assistance with health
reform (ACA) and all other health plan
issues, advising on fiduciary
responsibilities, maintaining legal
compliance with non-discrimination
requirements, analyzing unusual benefit
claims, representing employers in labor
relations matters where pension or
welfare benefits are involved, advising
on the federal tax implications of
complex benefits-related issues, and
examining the ERISA status of
compensatory arrangements.
Our corporate practice involves formation, corporate compliance, negotiations, mergers and acquisitions, SEC
compliance, and HR liaison activities.
The Firm also assists clients with
licensing agreements, non-compete
agreements, and nondisclosure
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agreements.

FROM THE CICOTTE LAW FIRM
Disclaimer: Our firm issues this newsletter to provide legal updates in the areas of corporate and employee benefits law
as a courtesy. This newsletter is for general information only and does not constitute legal advice. Additionally, this newsletter does not create an attorney-client relationship, nor does it create responsibility for The Cicotte Law Firm in regards
to your corporate and employee benefit issues. Should you have any questions relating to matters discussed in this document, you should contact an attorney.
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